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Winter 2018 has really been a watershed
moment for open flue heaters.
While the detail is still to come, there is no
doubt that the rules and regulation around open
flue heaters are about to change.
ESV, VBA and Master Plumbers have been
travelling the state with a series of seminars for
gasfitters on issues around negative pressure.
A range of other tools and information is now
available, particularly around Information Sheet 38.
While all this is important for gasfitters,
electricians have a role to play too.
If you are called upon to install an exhaust
fan, especially in a newer or renovated house –
and there is an open flue heater – ensure your
client understands the issues around a negative
pressure environment. You should also encourage
them to get their heater serviced at least once
every two years.
ESV has been busy helping footy and netball
club canteens with a grants program for electrical
or gas appliances.
The program helps the clubs with much
needed equipment while, in return, the canteen
displays all our safety messages to all those lined
up to buy a pie, hot dog or salad sandwich.
Finally, ESV has embarked on enforcement
action against Powercor over their vegetation
clearance program. This was a last resort option
for ESV. Powercor have been charged with
as many as 189 breaches of tree clearance
regulations with the cases due to be heard soon.
I hope everyone is enjoying the warmer
weather. Didn't help the Pies but that is life.
Jonathan Granger
jonathan.granger@energysafe.vic.gov.au

To contact ESV or for further
information go to www.esv.vic.gov.au
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2018 Apprentice
LOTO kit distribution
By Sue Sizer, Compliance Officer,
Electrical Installation Safety
Following a successful 2017 campaign,
Energy Safe Victoria (ESV) will once again
be providing basic Lock out Tag out (LOTO)
kits and low voltage insulating gloves to
2018’s first year apprentices.
The initiative comes in response to the multiple
apprentice and electrical worker deaths over the
past few years.
The LOTO kits aim to assist apprentices to
ensure they safely isolate and lock out and tag
out every circuit they are working on − every time.
LOTO and glove kits have been distributed by
the apprentices’ RTOs from mid-2018.
Further information on the LOTO kits is
available on ESV’s website at
www.esv.vic.gov.au/electrical-apprenticesafety.
Electrical safety presentations
In 2017, ESV published two video
presentations addressing safety around electrical
work, available on the web page above.
The first is aimed at apprentices
discussing safety in the industry. The second
targets supervisors of apprentices and their
responsibilities.
If you are a supervisor of an apprentice,
please take the time to watch the supervisors’
video. You are reminded that apprentices must
always carry out isolation procedures under
direct supervision.

Requirements for the effective supervision
of apprentice electricians
ESV has recently updated the requirements
for the effective supervision of apprentice
electricians. This guide is also available on
our website.
Low voltage insulating gloves
When accessing areas where there is a
risk of accidental contact with live parts such
as when testing or fault finding, take particular
care. In these cases, we recommend using low
voltage (LV) insulating gloves. LV insulating gloves,
do not negate the need for correct isolation and
all circuits should be disconnected from supply
before working on the circuit.
As part of the LOTO initiative, electrical
apprentices will be issued with LV insulating
gloves. Their respective RTO will teach them
how to check the gloves for damage prior to use,
and when and how to use them appropriately.
LV insulating gloves mandatory from 2019
From 1 January 2019, the use of LV gloves
will become a requirement in the licensing
assessments, including the LEA for electricians
and the restricted licence assessments.
Apprentices should be encouraged to
use their gloves on site, both for safety and
to familiarise themselves with their use prior
to their licensing assessments.
The use of LV insulating gloves is a cultural
change for our industry, and one that could save
many lives.

Negative
pressure
environment
animation
By Paul Harris,
Head of Gas Operations
ESV has developed a short animation
for gasfitters explaining what a negative
pressure environment is, its effect on
open flue gas heaters, how to test for
it and mitigate its effects by installing
additional ventilation.
This animation forms part of an overall
strategy that includes a series of Victorian
Building Authority (VBA) seminars about
carbon monoxide (CO) recently conducted
around the Victoria, and a soon-to-bereleased learning module on negative
pressure and CO spillage tests.
Useful information for electricians
While the animation aims to provide
gasfitters with the skills to both identify
and eliminate negative pressure, it is also
a timely reminder for electricians.
When replacing or installing new
extraction fans into buildings with open
flue gas heaters, electricians need to
advise their clients that the gas heater
should be checked to ensure that the
new fans have not created a negative
pressure environment with the potential
to cause the gas heater to spill CO into
living spaces.
The full video is available on ESV’s
website and YouTube channel.

PRESSURE PROVING AND
GAS SAFETY SHUT- OFF
With the ACCU-TEST II
Fully programmable to interlock your fire
panel with the gas supply valve. Detect
hazardous gases and control ventilation
based on room CO2 and other gas levels.
With an RFID Access Tap card,
no passwords required.
Simply and easily add IGD’s comprehensive
range of state-of-the-art gas detectors.

Visit www.accutherm.com.au
Call +61 3 9763 6335
Email sales@accutherm.com.au
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Understanding the
negative pressure risk
By Enzo Alfonsetti, Gas Technical
Regulators Committee (GTRC) Chairman
All open flue gas appliances, by their very
nature, draw air for combustion from the
environment in which they are installed.
It is for this reason that the importance
of adequate ventilation and the impact of the
operation of exhaust systems, such as kitchen
range hoods and bathroom exhaust fans, must
be considered when installing or servicing an
open flue gas appliance.
A negative pressure environment can result
in make-up air along with combustion products
being drawn into living spaces through the flue
or chimney of an open flue gas appliance. The
obvious safety implication is carbon monoxide
(CO), which can be fatal.
Open flue gas space heaters
with draught diverters
Efficient open flue gas space heaters
carry the greatest risk in a negative pressure
environment for the following reasons.
1. A more efficient flued appliance will have
lower flue gas temperatures, and hence,
the buoyancy effect within the flue or chimney
will more likely be compromised in a negative
pressure environment.
2. Usage patterns are such that these
appliances are commonly operated for
long periods of time, and in many cases left
unattended e.g. leaving the heater operating
overnight.
Type 1 open flue gas decorative effect
appliances
Type 1 open flue gas decorative effect
appliances are appliances without an enclosure
that are designed to be installed in an existing
fireplace with a chimney.
These appliances carry less risk than open
flued gas space heaters with draught diverters
in negative pressure environments for the
following reasons.
1. They require an oxygen depletion system
(ODS) that will shut off the gas supply before
the concentration of CO exceeds 200ppm
and the oxygen concentration reduces to
less than 15%.
2. They require permanent ventilation in
accordance with AS/NZS5601.1 irrespective
of the gas consumption of the appliance.
3. They are an inefficient appliance so the
buoyancy effect within the chimney will
less likely be compromised in a negative
pressure environment.
Type 2 open flued gas decorative
effect appliances
Type 2 open flue gas decorative effect
appliances are appliances with an enclosure
designed for connection to a flue that vents
the flue gases to outside.

These appliances carry less risk than open flue
gas space heaters with draught diverters in negative
pressure environments for the following reasons.
1. These appliances are either supplied with a
fabricated flue or the installation instructions
indicate that a fabricated flue must be used
when installed in a masonry chimney.
Fabricated (e.g. metal) flues will heat
quicker than masonry chimneys so the
buoyancy effect within the flue will less likely
be compromised in a negative pressure
environment.
2. They require permanent ventilation in
accordance with AS/NZS5601.1 irrespective
of the gas consumption of the appliance.
3. They are an inefficient appliance so the
buoyancy effect within the chimney will less
likely be compromised in a negative pressure
environment.
Indoor open flue continuous flow gas
water heaters with draught diverters
Indoor open flue continuous flow gas water
heaters with draught diverters carry less risk than
open flue gas space heaters with draught diverters
in negative pressure environments for
the following reasons.
1. They are prohibited from installation
in confined spaces such as bedrooms,
bathrooms, toilets and combined living/
sleeping areas.
2. Usage patterns are such that these appliances
only operate when hot water is being drawn.
3. They are installed with a fabricated (e.g. metal)
flue, which will heat up quicker than masonry
chimneys so the buoyancy effect within the flue
will be compromised to a lesser degree in a
negative pressure environment.
Indoor open flue storage flow water heaters
with draught diverters
Indoor open flue storage gas water heaters
with draught diverters carry less risk than open
flue gas space heaters with draught diverters in
negative pressure environments for the following
reasons.
1. Usage patterns are such that these
appliances only operate when hot water is
being drawn or when the water in the storage
tank cools through heat loss.
2. They are installed with a fabricated (e.g. metal)
flue, which will heat up quicker than masonry
chimneys so the buoyancy effect within the flue
will be compromised to a lesser degree in a
negative pressure environment.
Indoor open flue ducted heaters with
draught diverters
Indoor open flue gas ducted heaters
with draught diverters carry less risk than open
flue gas space heaters with draught diverters in
negative pressure environments for the following
reasons.
1. They are typically installed in roof spaces

where there is little or no negative pressure.
2. They are installed with a fabricated (e.g. metal)
flue, which will heat up quicker than masonry
chimneys so the buoyancy effect within the
flue will be compromised to a lesser degree
in a negative pressure environment.
Open flue gas ducted heaters with
draught diverters designed for installation in
cupboards can be affected by negative pressure
environments, including negative pressure
generated if return air plenums are not adequately
sealed and separated from the appliance.
At the time of writing this article, it is
ESV’s understanding that there are no current
certifications for open flue gas ducted heaters with
draught diverters designed for installation
in cupboards.
Check testing of open flue gas space
heaters and Type 2 decorative effect
appliances with draught diverters
As a result of recent incidents and taking
into consideration the above mentioned risk
factors, ESV considers that open flue gas
space heaters with draught diverters, and to a
lesser extent Type 2 decorative effect appliances,
could pose a risk to public safety if non-compliant
with Australian standards and if subjected to a
negative pressure.
ESV has contacted all recognised certification
bodies and has asked that a review be undertaken
of all current certifications for open flue gas
space heaters with draught diverters and Type 2
decorative effect appliances.
This review would consist of laboratory
testing against relevant standards and in particular
would focus on compliance with combustion
requirements during downdraught, blocked flue
and overload combustion testing.
The results of this testing will indicate to
ESV whether there are any compliance issues
with any currently certified open flue gas
space heaters with draught diverters and
Type 2 decorative effect appliances, and if
so, whether any of the non-compliances could
compromise public safety.
ESV will ensure that stakeholders and the
general public are kept informed of any safety
related outcomes that might arise.
Due to the incompatibility between open
flued gas appliances and modern energy efficient
housing caused by the lack of ventilation, ESV will
be commissioning on behalf of the Gas Technical
Regulators Committee (GTRC), a Regulatory
Impact Statement (RIS) that will explore the future
of various types of open flued appliances in
modern energy efficient housing.

	For more information on open
flue gas heaters visit:
www.esv.vic.gov.au
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2018 Wiring
Rules available
for licensed
electrical
practitioners
By Neil Fraser, Deputy Director ESV
In July, Standards Australia announced
that the 2018 edition of AS/NZS
3000:2018, Electrical Installations
(known as the Wiring Rules) has been
published in Australia and New Zealand.
The new standard, created through
collaboration between industry and
government, has now been published with
key updates in important areas, such as
main switches, residual current devices
(RCDs) and DC wiring systems.
Standards Australia’s General
Manager, Strategy and Public Affairs, Adam
Stingemore said he was pleased with the
2018 edition of the Wiring Rules, because
compliance with standards in the electrical
sector was a key element of safety in the
community and industry.
“Electrical standards are an important
part of the industry. The technology and
recognised best practice change over time,
so it is important that we have appropriate
standards for practitioners," he said.
This release has become even more
critical in recent days, following illegal
activity that has resulted in an unauthorised
pre-publication draft of the new standard
being uploaded and circulated on social
media.
“As this is not an official Standards
Australia publication, it is extremely
important that licensed practitioners do
not use this ‘pirated’ document, as it is
simply not accurate, it is uncontrolled,
and able to be edited by anyone," Mr
Stingemore said.
“Anyone who thinks they are covered
by using this document may be putting
employees, customers and community
lives at risk, not to mention their own lives
and livelihoods. Our primary concern is the
safety of the community and practitioners,”
Mr Stingemore said.
Standards Australia cautioned all
users to access only the official Standards
Australia publication through official
channels. The new standard is available
in Australia from SAI Global.
More information
If you have any queries, contact
ESV’s Electrical technical assistance line
on (03) 9207 9700 and select option 2, or
email ElectricalInstallationEnquiries@
energysafe.vic. gov.au

Loc Vuong:
Celebrating
30 years at
ESV
By David Ranger,
Internal Communications Advisor
We caught up with Loc Voung who recently
celebrated 30 years at ESV.

Dedicated service to all Victorians: Loc Voung
receives a special gift from Head of Regulatory
Assurance, Brett Fox.

What year did you start working with us?
I joined State Electricity Commission Victoria
(SECV) in 1988, before ESV was established in
2005.

What do you enjoy about coming
to work at ESV?
I enjoy the friendly interactions with
colleagues and my peers in the industry.

What job did you do when you started at
SEVC?
I started here as an electrical engineer, and
joined he regulatory division of SECV in 1991 as
a member of a working group developing six sets
of electricity safety legislation. In 2005, I became
the Senior Network Safety Engineer with ESV.

What's your fondest memory of working?
I don’t know if I have one to be considered
the fondest! Maybe too many… Could it be the
day we started a long working day with Kentucky
Fried Chicken and champagne finishing up in
the late evening with pizza and red wine in the
board room!

Advertorial

New training rooms
dedicated to Victorian
Electrical Licensing
opens in Clayton
By Andrew Wilson, Managing Director,
Technical Training Australia Pty Ltd
Getting your Victorian ‘A' Grade Electrical
Licence has never been easy. Victoria
has a very high standard when it comes
to licensing ‘A' Grade Electricians and
Licensed Electrical Inspectors.
Traditionally, Victoria has always
maintained an independent assessment
process to ensure the high quality of
electrical workers in Victoria.
As a result, licensing exams are of a
very high standard and reflect the benchmark
standards for Australia and Energy Safe
Victoria.

At Technical Training Australia (TTA)
we also maintain a high standard of education
for electrical licensing exams. Our tutorial
programs allow you to fully understand your
Licensed Electrical Assessments.
Our tutorial programs also allow you to
understand the technical nature of being an
electrician and the responsibilities to uphold
our Fundamental Principles, as a Victorian
‘A' Grade Electrician.
We are very successful at getting you
through your licensing exams. Whether you
are from Melbourne, Bendigo, Shepparton,
Gippsland, Geelong, Ballarat or Swan Hill,
we will train you to be the best ‘A' Grade
Electrician or Licensed Electrical Inspector,
no matter what your limitations are.
Check out this recommendation by our
recent ‘A' Grade Electrician from regional
Victoria.
"Thanks for all your help, I am so glad I
found you guys, your help and support not just
for me, but for everyone that walks through
your door, is second to none. You guys are
creating some top notch ‘A' Grade Electricians.
I am not sure what the magic is that you have in
your training rooms, but it is there, and it works.
I cannot express how much I appreciate all
that you have done for me."
Come to Technical Training Australia
and experience the small class, one on one
training, that makes you a qualified A Grade
Electrician.
We will qualify you. I guarantee it.
Andrew Wilson
www.technicaltrainingaustralia.com.au
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ESV TAFE Instructors
Excellence Award 2018
By Laurie Devitt, Gas Safety Officer,
Gas Operations
ESV is proud to announce the presentation
of the second RTO/TAFE Instructor’s
Excellence Award.
At the recent Plumbing Sheetmetal
Coppersmith Instructors Association (PSCIA)
conference, Paul Harris, ESV Manager Gas
Operations, and Darren Tilley, ESV Team Leader
Gas and Pipeline Strategy, presented the award
to Gary Waters from Master Plumbers/PICAC.
The award is intended to acknowledge the
efforts of all RTO/TAFE plumbing teachers involved
in plumbing and gasfitting training, and nominees
have to display an exceptional commitment to
providing excellence in teaching plumbing and
gasfitting apprentices.
ESV received six nominations, all of whom
met ESV’s criteria—Gary Waters from Master
Plumbers/PICAC, Selwyn Hikuroa from Chisholm
Institute (Frankston), Andrew McCracken from
Melbourne Polytechnic, Ross Wilkinson from
GOTAFE Shepparton, and Warren Lewis and
Paul Baulch from Victoria University. Each were
nominated for their commitment to tutoring
plumbing and gas fitting apprentices, and
particularly in gas-related streams including
CERT III and CERT IV in gas, and Type A
Appliance Servicing and Type B Servicing.
After careful consideration, Gary Waters,
nominated by Master Plumbers/PICAC’s Brendan
Gould, was chosen due to his consistently high
standard of teaching apprentices over a long
period of time and the strong endorsements from

Top of class: ESV’s Paul Harris (left) and Darren Tilley (right) with ESV TAFE Instructors Excellence 2018
award recipient, Gary Waters.

his students. They spoke of his promotion of
free thinking and problem solving, consideration
for his students’ different learning needs, his
use of personal life experience to balance the
theory. The genuine enthusiasm he showed in his
teaching and encouraging his students was also
commended.

ESV’s Paul Harris and Darren Tilley presented
Gary with his award and a Bunnings voucher
valued at $750 in front of RTO/TAFE teachers from
all over Victoria. ESV would like to congratulate all
2018 nominees and their dedication to the industry
in helping educate and shape future practioners.

AN EXTREMELY COMPACT FLUE GAS ANALYSER
WITH CO, O2 AND CO2

Using Bluetooth® connectivity you can
view, transfer and record measurements
on your mobile, tablet or PC.
High-quality world class product with
exceptional battery life.
Other models available with NO, NO2, SO2
and NOx sensor cells.

Visit www.accutherm.com.au
Call +61 3 9763 6335
Email sales@accutherm.com.au
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Boosting safety in
Victorian sporting clubs
with canteen grants
By Anitra Robertson,
Marketing and Communications Advisor
In June, Energy Safe Victoria (ESV) proudly
announced the 27 successful sporting clubs
that are the recipients of funds from our
inaugural Canteen Grants Program.
Through our partnership with AFL Victoria,
we identified that thousands of Victorians
volunteering at community sporting club canteens
were using old and poorly functioning equipment
and could be at risk of an energy-related incident.
Additionally, many clubs in both regional and
suburban areas are struggling for funds to
replace their faulty equipment.
Fundraising dollars are hard to generate and
often the canteen is the primary source of funds
for the club, and these dollars don’t always make
it back to support the canteen.
As part of our commitment to creating a
safer state and raising awareness of energy
safety issues, this unique grants program was
developed.
The objective of the program is to improve
the safety of Victorian sporting club canteens by
providing funds for clubs to purchase new gas or
electrical equipment for their canteen to replace
aging or unsafe equipment, and boost community
football morale.
Under the Energy Safe Victoria Canteen
Grants Program, all football-netball clubs affiliated
with AFL Victoria were eligible to apply for a
canteen grant. Each club could request up to
$1,000 for the purchase of new equipment,
with a total of $25,000 available.
CEO Paul Fearon, said ESV was proud
to continue the partnership with AFL Victoria,
to support the wider football community and
promote the awareness of gas and electrical
safety at the community level.
“The footy club is often the hub of suburban
and regional communities, with the canteen being
the heart of the club,” he said.
“We launched this new grants program to
ensure our energy safety messages are promoted
at the local level, while also improving the safety
of canteens for volunteers and the general public.

The fries are better at Edenhope Apsley FNC: Jodie
Hanel with the club’s new and efficient deep fryer.

“Raising energy safety awareness is an
ongoing commitment ESV has to the people of
Victoria, and through this program we will support
awareness of our key community messages
around carbon monoxide awareness and the
dangers of DIY electrical work and BBQ safety.”
The response from Victorian clubs to the
canteen grants program was overwhelming.
Clubs from across regional Victoria and suburban
Melbourne submitted 150 grant applications, with
a total dollar request of more than $150,000.
The number of submissions received,
along with the countless stories of old and broken
down equipment being used in sporting clubs by
volunteers, demonstrated a genuine need for the
grants.
To assess the submissions a set of criteria
was applied, prioritising significant safety
requirements/concerns, geographic spread and a
club’s contribution to its local community through
inclusion programs and other supporting activities.
Nevertheless, selecting the final recipients was
challenging, and unfortunately, many clubs with
a valid request had to miss out.
In their submissions, a number of clubs
requested less than $1000 to purchase a new
appliance, and ultimately, ESV was delighted to
award 27 clubs with funds.
One successful recipient is the Edenhope
Apsley Football Netball Club.
Located right near the border of South
Australia, the club requested to replace their
gas deep fryer, which was over 20 years old and
unsafe to use. Volunteers were reluctant to use it,
as it was undoubtedly dangerous to operate. The
deep fryer was subsequently decommissioned
and the canteen was unable to cook the muchloved hot chips and other usual canteen fare.
As with many regional football clubs, the
Edenhope Apsley Football Netball Club is the

heart of its community; where community
members can gather, participate in sport,
keep fit and healthy both physically and mentally.
It supports the local businesses and provides
dinners on Saturdays and Thursday night after
training.
Its canteen is one of the major income
streams for the Club. Profits are used to support
football participation and their Auskick and Net
set Go programs. The Club also supports Breast
Cancer Network Australia, Mens Health Nights,
and sponsorship for talented player pathways.
Edenhope Apsley Football Netball Club
committee member, Jodi Hanel said they were
excited when the grants process was announced
and so thankful to ESV and AFL Victoria for
supporting their club.
“It was perfect timing for us. Our old fryer
had broken down and we didn’t have the funds
to replace it ourselves. Fundraising is hard, and
we raise a lot of money through our canteen –
hot chips are a great fundraiser,” she said.
“Getting the grant money has made a big
difference to our Club. With the new and much
bigger fryer it’s so much easier and safer. We
can meet customer demand, and sell more food,
helping us raise more money for the Club.
“We now have happy kitchen ladies and
happy customers, thanks to ESV.”
Jodi’s advice to other clubs about the
Canteen Grants Program, “Go for it. It’s a great
opportunity to upgrade your equipment.”
ESV congratulates all the successful clubs
and hope the funds and new equipment have
made a difference to your club and the safety
of your canteen volunteers.
For clubs that missed out, thank you for
your efforts and please look ahead to 2019.
We are keen to build on this year’s success
with a broader program in 2019.
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ESV prosecutes
Powercor
By Brett Fox, Head of Regulatory
Assurance
Energy Safe Victoria (ESV) will prosecute
electricity distribution business Powercor
for numerous powerline clearance
breaches, three of which resulted in fires.
The three grass fires occurred near the
townships of Rochester (6th January), Port
Campbell (28th January) and Strathmerton
(20th January).
Powercor has been charged with:
»» Breaching key provisions of the Code
of Practice for Electric Line Clearance
in contravention of section 90 of the
Electricity Safety Act 1998). If proven
this could attract a fine of up to $39,642
per charge

»» Failing to minimise the risks to property
from a supply network (section 98(b) of
the Electricity Safety Act 1998). If proven
this could attract a fine of up to $237,855
per charge
»» Failing to comply with a bushfire
mitigation plan (section 113B(2) of the
Electricity Safety Act 1998). If proven this
could attract a fine of up to $237,855 per
charge.
All three grass fires were caused by
tree branches coming into contact with
powerlines.
ESV has further charged Powercor
with an additional 189 breaches of Electric
Line Clearance regulations in a corridor that
stretches from Mildura to Shepparton. In
each case, powerlines were either touching
or very close to vegetation.
The regulations prescribe minimum
distances between powerlines and vegetation
to mitigate electricity safety risks, including
fire starts. Distribution businesses are obliged
to comply with the Act and regulations.

Take five with ESV’s
latest addition − Sandy
By Mirna Bukic,
Digital Communications Advisor
We sat down with ESV’s new Compliance
Officer for Renewable Energy, Sandy Atkins,
and chat all things renewable and brewing.
How did you get interested in renewable
energy?
Through brewing beer. When I was younger
there wasn’t the large amount of micro-breweries
around like there are today. I wanted more variety
than just Carlton Draught or VB so I started
making my own beer. This opened my eyes to
the fact that you don’t have to just settle for the
main stream, same old, same old.
The same thing happened with electricity.
Solar panels became more accessible and
I wanted to have the ability to make my own
energy instead of just buying it all from the
mainstream energy provider. That was over
10 years ago when there was only around 22,000
solar panel systems installed on Australian roofs.
Today there is over 1.8 million.
What’s important for us to know about
renewables?
Renewables, and more specifically small
scale renewables that are connected behind
the customer’s meter are going to change the
energy system.
These type of renewable systems are doing
to the energy industry what Uber did to the taxi
industry. It is giving consumers the ability to
produce their own energy, and puts the control in
their hands on how they use it. Add batteries to

solar panels and customers can even use
their own energy when the sun has gone down.
These technologies create different challenges
for electricians compared to the traditional
methods, this has resulted in specific standards
being created to minimise the risks.
As this technology is evolving at such a fast
rate it can be difficult to keep up with the current
requirements. There is a good chance that when
you go to a customer’s house you may find one
of these systems and it is important that you
know how to work safely around them.
What are the two most significant energy
safety challenges in renewable energy?
Ensuring renewable energy systems are
only installed by people with the right skills.
Standards and regulations − keeping up with
the ever-changing development of renewables.
How do you incorporate renewable
energy if your home or life?
I have had solar on my house since 2007.
I am connected to the grid but I have had battery
storage since 2012. I only buy electricity from the
grid a couple of days a year.
The battery system I have provides continuous
backup power so if the grid goes down − which
has only happened a couple of times − we
instantly switch to battery power.
I also run my garage and beer fridge from
a small stand-alone solar panel system.
What other interests do you have
outside of renewable energy?
Brewing beer and camping with the family.
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ESV releases
St Patrick’s Day
fires technical
reports
By Brett Fox, Head of Regulatory
Assurance
In our last edition, we announced the
released of the Terang fire technical
investigation report on 17 March.
ESV has since released five more reports
into separate incidents that caused fires on
St Patrick’s Day in Victoria’s south-west.
The release of these reports concludes
ESV’s technical investigations into those
fires where the ignitions were caused by
electrical assets. Four investigations will
result in no further action, while two others
will continue in order to determine whether
regulatory action is required.
Four of the technical investigation
reports concern fires caused by trees or
branches hitting powerlines during a high
wind event on 17 March (St Patrick’s Day).
»» Gazette fire at Yatchaw
»» Gnotuk fire at Gnotuk
»» Minjah fire at Minjah
»» Warrnambool-Cobden fire at Laang
Report conclusions
ESV has concluded that in all four
fires, the trees that hit the powerlines
were outside the minimum clearance
space required by electric line clearance
regulations. ESV will not be investigating
these incidents further.
However, two further reports will result
in further investigation to determine the
implications for future industry practices
and whether regulatory breaches have
occurred:
»» The Sisters fire at Garvoc involving
a broken power pole
»» P3 High Street Terang involving
clashing powerlines (the technical
report was released in May).
In regards to the pole snapping
ESV has concluded that:
»» at around 9pm the pole snapped
and the high voltage conductor hit
the ground and ignited vegetation
»» the pole had a sizeable internal
cavity caused by decay and termite
infestation which reduced its capacity
to withstand the wind conditions
Powercor’s inspection regime failed
to identify that the pole was compromised.
ESV has been investigating this matter
since March 2018.
More information
The full reports are available on ESV’s
website.
Go to Electrical incident and
techincal investigations reports under
Technical reports and publications at
www.esv.vic.au
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Latest
news

New Gas Scheme
Rules published
By Jason Treseder, Senior Gas Engineer,
Type A Gas Appliance & Component Safety
All Type A gas appliances sold in Australia
are required to meet minimum levels of
safety and performance, which are set out
in a range of Australian Standards.
Ensuring that all appliances sold comply
with these requirements is achieved through
approved certification schemes.
New Scheme Rules have been published
that apply to all gas product certification schemes.
The rules aim to ensure regulatory expectations
are clearly outlined and that a consistent outcome
is achieved.
The current certification scheme ensures a
representative sample of a gas appliance design
is assessed against the requirements of the
relevant product standard.
The certification scheme also requires audits
that routinely compare products being sold to the
certified design, to ensure the appliance has not
changed from the tested and certified design.
Once the appliance has successfully undergone
the certification process, the appliance is marked
with an approval badge.
The industry and public use this badge
as an indicator that the appliance is certified,
and therefore legal to sell and install.
Appliance certification details are made
available on a publically searchable database
to verify that a specified model has the appropriate
approvals.
Certification performed by an independent
company must ensure its certification scheme
is accepted by Energy Safe Victoria (ESV) and
all other Australian states and territories for
compliance against each regulatory requirement.

Currently, recognised certification bodies
include the Australian Gas Association (AGA),
SAI Global, IAPMO, Global-Mark and Vipac.
Under the new Scheme Rules, all individual
schemes will require consistency with the Scheme
Rules to retain recognition.
Many of the Scheme Rules requirements
reflect current certification practice. However,
there are a number of significant changes,
listed below.
Important changes to Scheme Rules
»» All gas appliances will be required to be
marked with a national gas compliance mark
as evidence that the appliance is certified
›› Currently each certification body has
its own certification mark, which may
cause confusion. This requires a gasfitter,
appliance supplier and the public to
recognise the various certification marks,
and be familiar with the online directories
to establish whether a particular appliance
has the required certification details. The
additional national mark will simplify the
recognition process.
»» All certification bodies are required to upload
certification details to a single national
database that is accessible by the public.
›› The database includes details of all
currently certified, suspended and recently
cancelled gas certifications.
›› Visit equipment.gtrc.gov.au/
»» Appliance certificate holders are required to
sign a declaration stating they are aware of
their legal obligations to manufacturer and
supply a product that is safe under normal
and reasonably foreseeable use.

»» When standards are revised or amended,
certifications are required to be updated
within two years from the date of publication
to ensure improvements and safety issues
are incorporated in new products in an
acceptable timeframe.
Certification bodies are required to ensure
certification rules are compliant with the Scheme
Rules by 1 January 2019.
Transitional arrangements have been
introduced for existing certifications and
certifications issued before 1 January 2019 are
required to comply with The Rules by 1 January
2020.
The Scheme Rules is available from GTRC
at www.gtrc.gov.au/publications.

TOOLBOX OF EQUIPMENT
IN A HANDHELD DEVICE

18 different sensor heads
• Pressure
1 CAPBs handle

• Humidity
• Flow Rate
• Air Quality
• Temperature
• Gas Detection
• More options on our website

Visit www.accutherm.com.au
Call +61 3 9763 6335
Email sales@accutherm.com.au

New Location from
15th October 2018

Doncaster

Eastern Freeway
Melbourne
CBD

Camberwell
Burwood

Prahran

• New purpose built Licenced Electrician’s
Assessment (LEA) venue in the South East
• Easy access via major arterials
• Car parking on-site
• Comfortable environment
• Industry directed facility

Nunawading

Box Hill

Richmond

Eastlink

Chadstone

Mount
Waverley

Glen
Waverley

Caulfield

Monash Freeway
Oakleigh

Bentleigh
East

Wellington Road

Monash
University

Future Energy Skills
Mulgrave

Moorabbin
Springvale

8A, Level 3, Building 2
195 Wellington Road, Clayton
T 03 9654 1299
E enquiries@futureenergyskills.com.au

Since 2015, five electrical workers
have been killed on the job.
Four were under 25 years old
— three were apprentices.
Don’t risk it. Never work live.

LOCK OUT
TAG OUT
For more visit www.esv.vic.gov.au
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Latest
news

By Sarah Sanderson, Engagement Lead,
ESVConnect Project Team
Revised processes for the Licensing
of Electrical Workers (LEW) and the
Registration of Electrical Contractors
(REC) will go live through ESVConnect
early next year.
The even bigger news is the change in
the online experience for licence holders who
carry out electrical installation work and register
Certificates of Electrical Safety (COES) with ESV.
If you have not already, please update your
details via Online Services so that we can let
you know when ESVConnect COES goes live.
The Design Reference Group
In February, we invited industry to join us for
a series of workshops, to understand the impact
of the COES process on the lives of people who
work with it.
We gathered scenarios and from them,
we developed a list of ‘pain’ statements
representing the current COES experience.
Volunteers from the workshops formed
a Design Reference Group (DRG). Made up of
33 industry practitioners, the DRG meet with the
project team every three weeks to review progress
and keep ESV grounded in the day-to-day
experience of electrical workers, contractors
and their teams and electrical inspectors.
‘Being part of the Design Reference Group
gives me an opportunity not to complain about
things but to provide constructive criticism
to improve the things that I would like to see
changed.’
David Shields, Licensed Electrical Inspector
The feedback gathered from the DRG will
continue to help shape the design – the digital
experience for users of ESVConnect COES
from early 2019.
Key conversations
Topics discussed in each meeting held
throughout April to July 2018 covered the
following.
»» Revised COES process
Stages in the certification process have been
clarified, as have the roles of responsible
persons within each stage. We also discussed
digital enhancements including attachments,
templates, pre-filled data, notifications and
alerts.

»» Address directory
Decision to go with PSMA as our address
(location) data provider.
»» Offline capability
Discussion around the priority of offline
capability
»» LEW and LEI notes
A ‘loud and clear’ request from LEWs and
LEIs who attended the COES Workshops
»» Safe/Unsafe
Robust discussion on the history and use
of the Safe/Unsafe feature
»» Technical Supervisor Loop
Asked DRG for feedback on the preferred
behaviour for the Technical Supervisor
Review Loop
Agile delivery
Working on the pain points to build
a better future.
We are actively addressing the pains
identified in the COES industry workshops.
Using an agile project methodology, we
incorporate feedback provided directly from the
DRG as ESVConnect is configured and tested.
This provides a responsive approach that
allows for future enhancements.
The digital experience
Our conversation with the DRG continues
to inform features of the user experience.
Working closely with the DRG, the Project
Team has designed, configured, and presented
the following features to the group for feedback.
»» Certificate of compliance − prescribed
and non-prescribed
»» Address directory
»» Description of work − including a list of
common electrical installation work types
to select from
»» Dashboard − interface design
»» Review and amend − opportunities for
Technical Supervisors
»» REC view − including workers’ list and key
people
Connecting with people in regional Victoria
This September, the ESVConnect Project
Team members will join Manager of Audit COES
Keith Van der Zyden, as ESV travels through
regional Victoria and presents to Licensed
Electrical Inspectors and TAFE teachers on
changes to the Wiring Rules.
The team will provide an update on our
progress with ESVConnect COES and will be

available to speak with attendees who may
have questions or comments.
This is the first step in our regional
engagement plan, which will scale up as we
approach to go live.
Contact us
If you have comments or questions regarding
the project, please send your enquiry to
COESready@energysafe.vic.gov.au.

Are you ESVConnect
ready?
By ESVConnect Project Team
Now is the time to update your details,
especially your email address so we
can let you know when ESVConnect
comes online.
Early next year, ESVConnect will be
available for the Registration of Electrical
Contractors (REC), Licensing of Electrical
Workers (LEW) and Certificates of Electrical
Safety (COES).
We currently have email addresses for
60-65% of our licence holders and some
of them need updating.
What should I do?
Log into Online Services and check
your details. If you are talking to other
licensed workers – spread the word.
If you have forgotten your Online
Services login or do not know how to
update your details, please contact us
at licensing@energysafe.vic.gov.au or
1800 815 721.
Questions or comments?
Talk to us at
COESready@energysafe.vic.gov.au.
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Electrical
news

New prescribed categories
of electrical equipment
By Naveen Kapoor, Compliance Officer,
Electrical Equipment Safety
Under section 57 of the Electricity Safety
Act 1998 (the Act), Energy Safe Victoria (ESV)
may declare any class or type of electrical
equipment as prescribed by publishing in
the Victorian Government Gazette.
The Gazette G23 states all categories listed
in B2 of Appendix B of AS/NZS 4417.2 to be
prescribed.
The standard AS/NZS 4417.2: Specific
requirements for particular regulatory requirements
specifies the requirements for the Regulatory
Compliance Mark (RCM) and its use on electrical
equipment to indicate compliance.
A new edition of AS/NZS 4417.2 published
on 2 July 2018 will supersede the 2012 edition of
AS/NZS 4417.2 on 2 July 2019. The new edition
has 60 Level 3 (High Risk) prescribed equipment
categories and 11 categories classified as Level 2
(Medium Risk).
Level 3 − High risk
For all Level 3 equipment, a compulsory
Certificate of Approval is required for supply.
However, with any Level 2 equipment the supplier
is required to maintain compliance folder.
The Level 3 category introduced in the new
edition of the standard is evaporative coolers.
Level 2 − Medium risk
The following categories of equipment
are classified as Level 2.
»» Air conditioner incorporating non-flammable
or low flammable refridgement
»» Floor polisher/scrubber
»» Heating pad − flexible
»» Power line communication device
»» Projecter
»» Recessed luminaire-light emitting
semiconducter type
»» Sewing machine
»» Simple portable luminaire

End of
bushfire
season report
By Rob Skene, Strategic Advisor
for Bushfire Safety
This report is the culmination of the
weekly reports prepared by ESV during
the fire season.
The reports detail the impact of fire
incidents on Victoria’s electricity networks,
and the fire prevention activities undertaken
by network operations.

»» Television receiver − CRT type
»» Television receiver − non-CRT type
ESV advises suppliers to liaise with test
laboratories on the testing of their equipment
and to obtain a certificate of approval before
2 July 2019.
Also, a reminder that changes previously
made to the current edition of the standard
AS/NZS 4417.2 came into effect on 30 June 2018.
These changes included nine additional
categories of electrical equipment to prescribed
equipment.
While the requirements for these categories
were published in June 2017, many suppliers have
failed to obtain Certificates of Approval resulting
in loss unable to supply their equipment.
New categories of prescribed electrical
equipment
»» Beauty care lamp
»» DC isolator
»» Electric hot water bottle
»» Electric overblanket/duvet/wrap
»» Glue gun
»» Light emitting semiconductor lamp
»» Night light
»» Portable luminaire
»» Wall switch
Many suppliers have requested exemptions
from ESV for this change. Please note that section
57 of the Electricity Safety Act 1998 does not
provide ESV with an exemption power.
Section 57 of the Act requires prescribed
electrical equipment to be approved and marked
with an approval marking before it can be offered
for supply in Victoria. Failure to comply with this
requirement may result in enforcement action.
For a full list of prescribed equipment, head to
www.esv.vic.gov.au/electrical-equipment-classes.

Relevant
safety
standard for
evaporative
coolers
By Jean-Marie Ntahonkiriye,
Compliance Officer, Electrical
Equipment Safety
During the 2017–2018 financial year,
ESV check tested roof top evaporative
coolers for household use.
Following our tests, we established that
some suppliers and manufacturers were
unaware of the relevant safety standard for
evaporative coolers AS/NZS 60335.2.98:
particular requirements for humidifiers.
All electrical equipment including
evaporative coolers are required to comply
with the relevant safety standard to meet
the obligations of section 54 of the Electricity
Safety Act 1998 (the Act).
Regulation 6(b) of the Electricity Safety
(Equipment) Regulations 2009 prescribe
clauses 4.2, 4.3 and 4.5 of AS/NZS
3820:2009: Essential safety requirements
for electrical equipment as the minimum
standard for the purposes of complying
with section 54 of the Act.
AS/NZS 3820 identifies generalised
hazards that must be assessed in order
to show compliance.
AS/NZS 3820 also states that these
hazards may be addressed by complying
with the relevant electrical safety standard
The specific requirements for evaporative
coolers are covered in AS/NZS 60335.2.98.

	List of Electrical equipment
classes available at
www.esv.vic.gov.au

The End of season summary report:
»» presents statistics on the number of fire
starts for the current and previous years
»» discusses the performance of the
distribution businesses, and
»» analyses the fire starts by size, cause
and location.
The full report is available on ESV’s
website.
Powerline Bushfire Safety Committee
All documents drafted by the Powerline
Bushfire Safety Committee (PBSC) are made
available for public review. You can find these
by visiting ESV's website at
www.esv.vic.gov.au

Requirements of AS/NZS 60335.2.98
Some of the key requirements in the
standard include:
»» testing at ambient temperatures of 40°C
»» not using a self-resetting thermal cut-out
for compliance with clause 19, and
»» additional testing requirements for
evaporative coolers for use in high
bushfire risk area.
ESV reminds importers/manufactures
and suppliers that it is your responsibility to
ensure that the products you supply meet
the minimum electrical safety standards
applicable to the equipment class.
ESV urges home owners to have
their evaporative coolers regularly serviced
by the manufacturer’s service agent or
a recommended repairer.
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Requirements for DC isolators in Victoria
By Goran Sokoleski, Compliance Officer,
Electrical Equipment Safety
On 30 July 2018, DC isolators became
prescribed electrical equipment. This
requirement was introduced by amendment
4 of AS/NZS 4417.2:2012.
Amendment 4 introduced nine additions to the
prescribed electrical equipment categories
— one of these additions was DC isolators.
DC Isolator
An electrical device that—
a) is an air-break
b) is for connection to the wiring of household
photovaltaic (PV) electrical installation, other
household renewable energy installation,
or household energy storage installation;
and includes:

c) any dedicated individual enclosure where
the DC isolator is classified as enclosed
outdoor.
A ‘dedicated individual enclosure’ includes
a single DC isolator in an enclosure or multiple
DC isolators in a common enclosure, but does not
include the enclosure where the DC isolator is to
be installed integral within a power conditioning
equipment (PCE) enclosure, or is to be installed
in an enclosure that complies with a relevant
standard for assemblies for use in photovoltaic
networks.
Class specification
AS/NZS 60947.3
It is an offence under section 57 of the
Electricity Safety Act 1998 (the Act) to supply
Level 3 or prescribed electrical equipment without
being approved by ESV, another electrical safety
state regulator or JAS-ANZ accredited third party
certifier.

Safety alert
− RCBO
prohibition

What does this mean for LEIs?
LEIs should satisfy themselves that the
installer has made every effort to source and
install approved DC isolators.
More information
For any queries or further information, please
contact our technical line on (03) 9203 9700 —
option 2.

in length and DIN mountable RCBOs that
have a short circuit breaking capacity of 10kA
or greater.
However, RCBOs that are marked or
marketed as being for household or residential
use are covered by the prohibition regardless
of their length or short circuit breaking capacity.
Examples of RCBOs that comply, a copy
of the prohibition notice and related information
is available on our website.
There are currently over 580 models and
36 brands of RCBOs listed on the ESV website.

By Jean-Marie Ntahonkiriye, Compliance
Officer, Electrical Equipment Safety
On 1 July 2018, Energy Safe Victoria (ESV)
prohibited the supply of RCBOs that do
not pass additional tests set by ESV.
If an RCBO covered by the prohibition is
not on the list published on ESV’s website as
having passed the additional tests, it cannot
be supplied or installed after 1 July 2018.

There are currently a number of DC isolators
that have been approved and listed on ERAC
website.
ESV expects that DC isolators supplied and
installed currently will be approved, have the
required approval marking, and be listed on
the ERAC website.

The prohibition applies to RCBOs
even if they are integrated into other
electrical equipment such as preassembled
switchboards.
The prohibition does not apply to DIN
mountable RCBOs that are greater than 110mm

More information
A list of Q&As regarding the RCBO
prohibition and all other information is also
available on ESV’s website at
www.esv.vic.gov.au/RCBO-prohibition

Brush up on your
knowledge & sit your
LEA’s before the new
wiring rules come in!
NECA Education & Careers run LEA tutorials so you
can brush up on what you need to know to sit the
LEA exams. Plus you can book your assessment at
the same time! Visit out website for dates and cost.

We can all get a bit complacent at times. This course will refresh
your memory on all the things you need to keep up-to-date with.
The refresher covers all your main obligations and highlights the
changes to current laws to make sure you are up-to-date and current.
The course is broken up into 2 sessions over 1 day that covers
Safety & Supervision and Testing.

1300 827 832
apprenticeships | traineeships | training

necaeducation.com.au/leatutorials
ABN:53 054 944 366 | TOID:21098
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Electrical
Q&A

		
Your electrical
questions
answered!

Compiled by ESV’s Electricity Technical
Advisor, Simon O’Leary
energysafe continues its regular series
featuring some of the questions that
ESV receives on a range of electricity
installation issues, some of them relating
to gas installations. Also provided are
the references to the Acts, Standards,
Regulations and Clauses that apply
to them.

Question

Answer

Standard

When will the new AS/NZS 3000,
wiring rules be out?

The new AS/NZS 3000:2018 – The Australian/New Zealand
Wiring Rules, were published on 26 June 2018. AS/NZS 3000:2018
will supersede AS/NZS 3000:2007.

AS/NZS
3000:2018

Clause

ESV acknowledges that some electrical installation work would
have started before the publication of the 2018 edition and will
therefore not mandate the 2018 edition until 1 January 2019.
This will allow the electrical industry a six-month transition period
to complete the electrical installation work currently undertaken
to the 2007 edition.
The standards can be purchased online from SAI Global.
Looking at the new 2018 Wiring Rules,
is it correct that all final subcircuits in
a house need to be on RCD?

Yes. The 2018 Wiring Rules states that:
“Additional protection by RCDs with a maximum rated residual
current of 30 mA shall be provided for all final subcircuits in domestic
and residential electrical installations.

AS/NZS
3000:2018

Clause 2.6.3.2.2

AS/NZS
3000:2018

Clause 2.6.3.2.5

Electricity Safety
(Installations)
Regulations
2009.

Regualtion 238

Where protection of final subcircuits is required, RCDs shall be
installed at the switchboard at which the final subcircuit originates.”
I am replacing a switchboard in a
house, and only the circuits for the
socket-outlet are on RCDs.
Looking at the new 2018 Wiring Rules,
do I need to put an RCD on all the final
subcircuits if it’s just the switchboard
I am working on?

Yes. You will need to install RCDs to protect all the final subcircuits.
Alterations to installations and replacement of switchboards,
of the new Wiring Rules states that:
“Additional protection by RCDs shall be provided in existing
electrical installations where alterations or a switchboard
replacement is completed.
The following provisions shall apply:
(b) Switchboard replacement
Where all of the circuit protection on a switchboard is replaced,
additional protection by RCDs as required by this Clause (2.6) shall
be provided for the final subcircuits supplied from that switchboard.”

How many apprentice electricians
can an A-class electrician effectively
supervise?

An employer of electrical workers should ensure that the ratio
of supervisors to apprentices is 1:2 under direct supervision and
1:4 under general supervision.
One supervisor is to supervise no more than two apprentices
under direct supervision at any one time. One supervisor is to
supervise no more than four apprentices under general supervision
at any one time.
ESV has produced an extensive guide on the requirements for
the effective supervision of apprentice electricians. This is available
on our website.
ESV has also produced two training videos to assist in supervisors
of apprentice electricians. The first video is designed to provide
guidance for the supervisors of apprentice electricians. The second
video is designed to provide guidance to the apprentice electricians
and make them aware of some of the hazards they might encounter
working in the electrical industry.
These videos along with other information are available on our
website − www.esv.vic.gov.au/electrical-apprentice-safety
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Question

Answer

Standard

Clause

I am installing a split system
air-conditioner. Can I take the supply
for the split system from a nearby
power circuit?

The first thing that needs to be considered is the manufacturer’s
instructions.

AS/NZS
3000:2018

Section 4

AS/NZS
4777.1:2016

Clause 3.4.4

AS/NZS
5033:2014

Clause 4.4.1.2

Section 4 of the 2018 Wiring Rules set out that electrical equipment
shall be selected and installed in accordance with the requirements
as specified in the manufacturer’s instructions.
If the manufacturer specifies that the air-conditioning system
shall be connected on a dedicated circuit or connected with specific
size cable or specific size CB, and as long as these requirements
are not less any requirements set out in the Wiring Rules, then
the manufacturer instructions need to be followed.

Do I need to install central protection
for solar installations that are 30kVA
or greater (even if the DB don’t require
it)?
Note – Central protection is an
additional control device that:
»» coordinates multiple IES
installations at the one site;
»» provides protection for the entire
IES installation;
»» provides islanding protection
to the connected grid; and
»» preserves the safety of grid
personnel and the general public.
The inverter has an in-build DC
isolator.
Do I need to install an additional
isolator at the inverter?

Yes. Clause 3.4.4 of AS/NZS 4777.1:2016 makes it a requirement
for central protection to be installed for any Inverter Energy Systems
(IES) that is 30kVA or greater.
Prior to the release of AS/NZS 4777.1 in September 2016, this was
a requirement set out by the DBs, but it has now been moved into
the standard.
Note: You may need to install central protection when you are
installing a new system that is under 30kVA at an electrical
installation that already has a solar system that takes the total
IES size to 30kVA or greater.
For example, you install a 27kVA system to an installation that had
a 5kVA system installed a number of years ago. As the final IES size
is greater than 30kVA central protection is required.
No, provided that the inverter manufacturer ensures the following.
»» The inverter complies with the requirement relating to not
having the risk of electrical hazards with the cover removed.
»» The DC isolator has been certified to AS/NZS 60947.3.
»» The certificate with the relevant brand and model number
is listed on the ERAC website.
AS/NZS 5033:2014 Amendment 1 (published June 2018)
changed the requirements for the DC isolator at the inverter.
Clause 4.4.1.2 was amended to include an additional means
of disconnection which allows the use of an internal DC isolator
provided that when the d.c. isolator is turned off and the cover is
removed from the inverter there is no risk of electrical hazards.
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Question

Answer

Standard

Clause

I have in stock a number of DC
isolators I typical use for PV solar
systems.

No. You cannot install (supply) these isolators.

Electricity Safety
Act 1998

Section 57

AS/NZS
4417.2:2012

Amendment 4
and
Appendix B

AS/NZS
3000:2018

Clause 7.3.2

AS/NZS
4777.1:2016

Clause 3.3.3

I note that they are not on the ERAC
list of approved DC isolators. I bought
these sometime before 30 June 2018.
Can I still install these isolators?

It is an offence under section 57 of the Electricity Safety Act 1998
to supply Level 3 or prescribed electrical equipment without being
approved by ESV, another electrical safety state regulator or
JAS-ANZ accredited third-party certifier.
Amendment 4 of AS/NZS 4417.2:2012 was published on
June 30 2017. Amendment 4 introduced nine additions to
the prescribed electrical equipment categories – one of these
additions was DC isolators.
Appendix B of AS/NZS 4417.2 lists all of the prescribed
electrical equipment categories.
This list is available on the ESV website −
www.esv.vic.gov.au/electrical-equipment-classes

Do I need to make sure the voltage
rise on the inverter energy system
circuit is less than 2%?
AS/NZS3000 says that I can have
a 5% voltage drop.

Yes. Clause 7.3.2 of the 2018 Wiring Rules states inverter energy
systems shall comply with AS/NZS 4777 series.
Clause 3.3.3 of AS/NZS 4777.1 stipulates the requirement that
the voltage rise from the output terminals of the inverter to the point
of supply for the electrical installation shall be less than 2%.
A 3kVA inverter outputs approx. 13A. So, depending on the way
the cable is installed and taking into account de-rating factors,
a 2.5mm cable can carry that amount of current.
To keep the voltage rise below 2%, you are limited to the length
of the cable run. The other issue is the voltage rise that occurs
on the mains cable, and more importantly, the sub-mains cable.
If the inverter is connected to a distribution board, the voltage rise
of the sub-mains cable also needs to be calculated. In some cases,
an IES cannot be installed on the distribution board without an
upgrade to the sub-mains.
Note: Check this before you start installing the system as it can
be an expensive upgrade to do once installation is complete.
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Gas
news

CO − risks and non-compliances
By Tyler Mason, Gas Engineer,
Type A Appliance and Component
When installing and maintaining flued
gas appliances it is your responsibility as a
gasfitter to ensure they are operating safely
before you leave them in the hands of your
customers.
When working with open flued appliances,
your service should include a test for operation
of the flue.
In the past, many may recount the process
as simple as using an open flame at the draught
diverter. However, with changes to the way
we construct homes and buildings and the
mechanical air movement systems that are now
so common, this once straightforward technique
has evolved and is further complicated.
Today, the correct operation of the flue and
the testing for spillage of combustion products is
enshrined in AS/NZS 5601.1 Appendix R. You can
also find a copy on ESV’s Gas Information Sheet
38, available to all gasfitters on our website.
This year’s Master Plumbers Carbon
Monoxide Training Program saw a record number

of gasfitters attend.
In response to the large turnout, the
Victorian Building Authority (VBA), ESV and
Master Plumbers launched an extensive Carbon
Monoxide Safety Program with an additional 19
sessions held across the state including regional
towns Bairnsdale, Wodonga and Mildura.
If you were unable to attend the course earlier
this year or if it has been more than a year since
you last attended, we strongly recommend you
attend one in the near future to ensure your skills
are up-to-date. Representatives from the VBA and
ESV will be in attendance, should you have any
queries.
VBA and ESV audits
In light of the recent CO fatality and
subsequently established risks, the VBA has
been conducting targeted audits into open flued
heaters.
It has also cross-referenced building permits
levy data examining recently constructed buildings
and sites that have undergone significant
modifications to comply with 5-6 star energy
ratings. ESV’s gas inspectors provided assistance

throughout these audits.
In addition to the numerous negative pressure
environments identified throughout the audits,
which required the clearing of existing ventilation
or new openings, common faults found included
failure to install appliances in accordance with the
manufacturer’s installation instructions, and failure
to comply with AS/NZS 5601.1 with regard to the
appliance flueing.
New resources from ESV
ESV has published three new information
sheets that cover a range of topics related to
the servicing of Type A gas appliances:
»» Gas information sheet 57—Your Obligations
under the Gas Safety Act
»» Gas information sheet 58—The Quality and
Adequacy of Air Supply
»» Gas information sheet 59—Inspecting and
Servicing Type A Appliances.
All gas information sheets are available on
ESV’s website. Read more on these sheets below.
A short animation on negative pressure
environments was also released and is available
on our YouTube channel.

Submit and manage
complext gas applications
online with GasTrac

New Type A appliance gas information
sheets
By Paul Harris, Head of Gas Operations
Ensuring a gas installation is safe is a
fundamental responsibility for all gasfitters
when performing inspection and servicing
of Type A appliances.
Understanding the required scope of this work
is critical for gasfitters to be able to complete it
successfully and meet their responsibilities under
the Gas Safety Act and subordinate regulations.
To assist gasfitters with understanding these
responsibilities, ESV has published three new gas
information sheets that cover a range of topics on
the subject of servicing Type A gas appliances.
Gas information sheet 57
Your Obligations under the Gas Safety Act
This sheet discusses a gasfitter’s
responsibilities under the Act as well as providing

a reminder of some key elements that must be
completed when servicing an open-flue Type A
gas appliance.
Gas information sheet 58
The Quality and Adequacy of Air Supply
Sheet 58 discusses the three points to be
considered in relation to the supply and movement
of air: air supply quality (AS/NZS 5601.1:2013,
clause 6.4.2); air supply adequacy (AS/NZS
5601.1:2013, clause 6.4.1); and the adverse effect
of air movement systems (AS/NZS 5601.1:2013,
clause 6.3.1).
Gas information sheet 59
Inspecting and Servicing Type A
Appliances
Sheet 59 discusses the inspection and service
work checklists gasfitters need to follow when

inspecting and servicing any open-flue
gas appliance.
Relevant Standard
For the specific requirements for your
installation, always refer to the relevant clause
in AS/NZS 5601.1:2013.
More information
Alternatively, contact ESV’s Technical
Information line on 1800 652 563 or email
gastechnicalenquiry@energysafe.vic.gov.au
for more information.

	All Gas Information Sheets are
available at www.esv.vic.gov.au
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Identified non-compliance breaches
By Paul Harris, Head of Gas Operations
Listed below are the most frequently
identified non-compliance items as a result
of recent Energy Safe Victoria inspections
on gas installations (Apr 2018 to Jun 2018).

When inspecting, ESV assesses
the installation for compliance against the
prescribed Australian Standards. It is imperative
that gasfitting professionals have the right tools
for their job. This includes access to the relevant
Australian Standards.
Reading and understanding the
relevant standards, as well as following the

manufacturer’s installation instructions, is
important to ensure a compliant gas installation.
More information
For clarification on a specific clause within
an Australian Standard, contact the ESV
Gas Safety Technical Information Line on
1800 652 563.

Rating

Cause

Clause description

1

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
[Amendment 2]

LOCATION OF CONSUMER PIPING – Piping in a concealed location other than underground
or embedded in concrete.
25 Non-compliances

Clause 5.3.8
Breaches

»» Consumer piping in a concealed location, other than underground or embedded in concrete, has not been installed to the requirements
detailed in Table 5.2 (Clause 5.3.8) and Table 4.1 (Clause 4.5.4) or the requirements of Clause 5.3.12 “Ventilation of concealed piping”.

2

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
[Amendment 2]

USE OF HOSE ASSEMBLIES – Hose assembly – Operating conditions.
28 Non-compliances

Clause 5.9.5
Breaches

»» Hose assemblies have been installed in situations in which they are exposed to a temperature exceeding the maximum temperature
specified in the hose manufacturer’s instructions or subject to strain, abrasion, kinking or permanent deformation.

3

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
[Amendment 2]

GENERAL INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS – Manufacturer’s installation instructions.
27 Non-compliances

Clause 6.2.2
Breaches

»» Appliances have not been installed in accordance with the requirements of AS/NZS 5601 or the manufacturer’s instructions.

4

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
[Amendment 2]

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR INSTALLATION OF SPECIFIC GAS APPLIANCES
– Commercial catering equipment – Clearances to a grease filter.
26 Non-compliances

Clause 6.10.2.2
Breaches

»» The clearance between any part of a grease filter and the nearest part of the cooking surface or trivet are less than
the clearance specified in Table 6.9, Clause 6.10.2.2.

5

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
[Amendment 2]

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR INSTALLATION OF SPECIFIC GAS APPLIANCES
– Commercial catering equipment – Clearances around commercial catering equipment.
18 Non-compliances

Clause 6.10.2.3
Breaches

»» The clearance to combustible surfaces from commercial catering equipment does not comply with the gas appliance
manufacturer’s instructions or is not less than the clearance as shown in Table 6.10 of AS/NZS 5601.1:2013.

6

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
[Amendment 2]

DESIGN OF CONSUMER PIPING – Occupancy isolation.
18 Non-compliances

Clause 5.2.9
Breaches

»» Multiple occupancies within the same building lacked a quarter turn manual shut-off valve, or were not accessible,
or lacked a durable, permanent sign located in a prominent position adjacent to the valve, identifying it as a gas valve,
and if remote from the occupancy identifying the occupancy.

7

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
[Amendment 2]

MATERIALS FOR CONSUMER PIPING.
10 Non-compliances

Clause 4.2
Breaches

»» Piping materials and fittings do not meet an appropriate Standard as listed in Table 4.1, AS/NZS5601.1:2013.

8

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
[Amendment 2]
Clause 5.2.10

Breaches

DESIGN OF CONSUMER PIPING – Building isolation.
6 Non-compliances

»» Consumer piping does not have a manual shut-off valve at each point of entry of piping to each building.
»» A durable permanent sign with the wording GAS VALVE has not been located in a prominent position adjacent to the valve.
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Rating

Cause

Clause description

9

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
[Amendment 2]

GENERAL – Identification of pipework – Marking.
5 Non-compliances

Clause 5.1.12.2
Breaches

»» Above-ground consumer piping has not been identified where the operating pressure exceeds 7 kPa
or where the location of the pipe is not readily identifiable as consumer piping.

10

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
[Amendment 2]

INSTALLING GAS EQUIPMENT – Consumer piping gas pressure regulators
– Consumer piping regulator outlet operating pressure notice.
5 Non-compliances

Clause 5.11.1.6
Breaches

»» The outlet operating pressure setting of a consumer piping gas pressure regulator does not have a permanent
and durable notice in a prominent position near the regulator showing the outlet pressure setting.

11

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
[Amendment 2]

GAS APPLIANCE CONNECTION – Means of isolation.
5 Non-compliances

Clause 6.6.3
Breaches

»» Isolation valves are not accessible or is there a no means of disconnection fitted on gas appliances.

Prosecutions and infringements
ESV has recently taken legal
proceedings against the
following individuals and
»»
companies:
»»

»»

»»

»»

»»

Jai Courtney Edwards of Maryborough, LEIW,
appeared in Maryborough Magistrates’ Court
charged with carrying out electrical installation
work that did not comply with the Act and
regulations, carrying out plumbing work when
not licensed and failing to complete COES.
Edwards was released on a good behaviour
bond for 12 months, fined $3000 and ordered
to pay $2500 costs.
Adrian Burban of Keilor, unlicensed, appeared
at Werribee Magistrates’ Court charged with
carrying out plumbing work when not licensed.
Burban was released on a good behaviour
bond for 12 months and ordered to pay $747.
Sam Abdic of Keilor, unlicensed, appeared
at Werribee Magistrates’ Court charged with
carrying out electrical installation work twice
when not a licensed electrician. Abdic was
fined $500 without conviction and ordered
to pay $947 costs.
Halil Emin, REC/LEIW, appeared at Heidelberg
Magistrates’ Court charged with giving
misleading information, failing to ensure that
prescribed electrical work carried out was
inspected and carried out electrical work that
did not comply with the Act and regulations.
Emin was released on a good behaviour
bond for 12 months with a condition that
compensation of $4000 be paid to the victim.
Emin was also ordered to pay a further
$2376.67 costs.
William Polman of Hoppers Crossing, LEIW,
appeared at Melbourne Magistrates’ Court

»»

charged with installing unsafe electrical
equipment. Polman was released on a good
behaviour bond and ordered to pay $2890
in costs.
Myelec Solutions Pty Ltd of Mt Martha,
unregistered, appeared at Melbourne
Magistrates’ Court charged with carrying out
electrical contracting work when not registered.
Myelec Solutions Pty Ltd was convicted and
fined $2500.
Paul Manning of Rosebud West, LEIW,
appeared at Melbourne Magistrates’ Court
charged with carrying out electrical contracting
work four times when not registered, installing
unsafe electrical equipment six times, one
count of non-compliant installation of work

Infringement
notice
summary
Infringement
notices
2018/2019

Total

»»

»»

and failing to ensure that prescribed electrical
work carried out in 2015 was inspected.
Manning was convicted and fined $5000
and ordered to pay $6012.54 in costs.
Blowaire Pty Ltd of Highett, unregistered,
appeared at Moorabbin Magistrates Court
charged with employing a person to carry out
electrical work when the accused was not
an REC. Blowaire Pty Ltd was fined $1000
without conviction.
David Osborne of Chelsea, D Licence,
appeared at Moorabbin Magistrates Court
charged with giving misleading information
to ESV. Osborne was convicted and fined
$1000 and ordered to pay $3055 in costs.

Jun
18

Jul
18

Aug
18

Sep
18

Oct
18

Nov
18

Dec
18

Jan
19

Feb
19

Mar
19

Apr
19

8

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

May
19 Total
0

11

2018

REC LEW
Other

Offence
Code

Offence

Jun 18

REC

6228

Failed to complete certificate within time

Other

3588

Gas fitting work did not comply

$643

Other

3588

Gas fitting work did not comply

$643

Other

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$793

Other

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$793

Other

6377

Non-complying installation work

$3964

Other

3588

Gas fitting work did not comply

$634

REC

6233

Fail to have connected work inspected

$634

LEW

6242

Fails to give certificate within time

$159

LEW

6232

Fails to have work inspected by inspector

Other

6377

Non-complying installation work

Types of
infringement
notices issued

Jul 18

Penalty
$1550

$622
$3964

TECHRITE GAS CHECK SYSTEM
Key features:

Options:
• For Natural Gas or LPG installations

• Pressure proving in accordance
with AS/NZS 5601

• Available in 240 VAC/50 Hz or

• Automatic shut down of gas supply is

24 V DC

achieved via the building fire panel,
sprinkler, or by a manual emergency
stop station

• Communication port to be used
with BMS or optional lockout
message to mobile phone

• Fully automatic reset after a shutdown

• Emergency push stop buttons

• System used in conjunction with a

and safety labels

safety shut off valve and high/low
pressure switches

Applications:

• Digital display indicating system status

• Schools, universities
• Sports facilities

• Fully assembled and function tested

•
•
•
•

Email: techrite@techrite.com.au
www.techrite.com.au

Techrite Controls Australia

Commercial buildings
Laboratories
Shopping centres
Hospitals and retirement
villages

Phone: +61 3 9549 4444

HIRE IN/OUT

pOST A JOB

FIND A JOB

ELECTRICIANS
CONNECTING
wITH ELECTRICIANS

VICTORIA’S LEADING
JOBS AND LABOUR EXCHANGE
SITE FOR ELECTRICIANS
Sign up today and enjoy FREE* job posts by using promo code: NECA Jobs FREE.
Visit www.electricianxchange.com to learn how electricianXchange can help you.

electricianXchange.com
*Offer available until 30 September 2018.

UNDERSTAND
NEGATIVE
PRESSURE.

Our new short animation explains what it is, its effects on
open flued gas heaters, how to test for it and how to mitigate it.
Watch it now at www.esv.vic.gov.au/NegativePressure
For more information visit www.esv.vic.gov.au

